
NEW JOINING 

GUIDELINES FOR GUIDELINES FOR 

Distributors who join Vestige through online/offline platforms, must place their first 
order* within 35 days of joining otherwise their ID will be rendered invalid.

If the DAF is not submitted within 60 days of joining with authenticated signature, then 
the distributor ID will be rendered invalid.

Distributors who join online must submit the filled DAF's print out with their signatures 
within 10 days of joining to the nearest centre. If this is not done then the ID will be put 
on hold and will be made active only when the form is submitted at the centre. To 
facilitate this, whenever the distributor, who has not submitted the DAF, wants to place 
an order online or at their nearest centre, a pop up will appear upon the entry of the ID 
to show that the DAF is not submitted.  The distributor then has to go to the nearest 
centre and ask the centre to print out his/her DAF, and then the same has to be signed 
and handed over to the centre. The centre will update the system indicating DAF has 
been submitted. Thereafter the invoicing can be done.
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3.

2.

Repurchase will be available to you only after you have done business of 30 self PV 
(excluding Vestige Best Deals). 

If the distributor ID is put on hold, the distributor will not be able to build any further 
network under the ID.

If the invalidation date (no business done for 35 days after joining) is falling during the last 
4 days of month closing, the same will be invalidated when the billing for new month 
starts.

* The Distributor has to place order (with PV, excluding orders on Vestige Best Deals) 
within 35 days of joining. If the order is not placed then it will result in Distributor’s 
application not being accepted by the Company and the ID will be rendered invalid. 
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